
   Web Development Fellowship (Remote)

What’s LensShift?
Good intentions alone are not enough. If they were, the world would be fixed by now. The case to 
reassess the global development realm and social impact work is not new. But, few talk about why 
we often get it so wrong in the first place. The history we (don’t) learn, the (problematic) language 
we hear, and the (single-narrative) media around us all play a fundamental role in how we perceive 
reality, norms and ‘other’-ness. That’s where we come in.

What LensShift Does:
LensShift is a space that facilitates learning, critical reflection and discourse on social change. Rather 
than replicating the compelling work of others, we bring together their wisdom to push beyond the 
status quo. We don’t claim to have all the answers. Instead, we hope to provide enough information 
to get everyone in the habit of asking more questions. Our platform stitches together a growing 
Library of LensShift-summarized existing resources (articles, videos, podcasts, infographics, games, 
etc.) that are otherwise scattered across the web to create a more cohesive narrative. Additionally, 
resource Streams and Practical Guides we’ve developed unpack critical topics fundamental to social 
impact and help apply these learnings. We’re just getting started and would love your help.

@lensshift_org @lensshiftlensshift.orginfo@lensshift.org

LEARN MORE ON FOLLOW US ONSEND YOUR APPLICATION TO

Who You Are
● Full-stack Ruby on Rails developer who’s enthusiastic and detail oriented when building 

websites. Since you’ll be working with LensShift’s CTO, you don’t need to be a super 
experienced as you will be guided and supported. This is a great learning opportunity!

● You have knowledge or at least a willingness to learn about Javacsript and Vue JS
● You want to learn more about the social impact/development space and want to contribute 

responsibly
● Though the current state of the world can feel overwhelming at times, you passionately believe 

that change is possible

What You’ll Do (6 month initial commitment)
● Write clean, maintainable and efficient code to add features (search functionality, browse 

functionality, etc.) that work with LensShift’s existing open source repository
● Identify bottlenecks and bugs and implement fixes for them
● Explore additional SEO tools and practice that will help promote and spread the word about 

LensShift
● Help get the word out about LensShift
● Regular, open communication with the team

How To Apply 
Send us an email (info@lensshift.org) with the following by April 19:
● What you think about this short video (~4min) in a paragraph 
● Your CV/resume & GitHub handle
● What speaks to you about the LensShift Manifesto and why you’re keen to help us out

https://twitter.com/i/redirect?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Flensshift_org%3Fcn%3DbG9naW5fbm90aWZpY2F0aW9u%26refsrc%3Demail&t=1+1522078278367&cn=bG9naW5fbm90aWZpY2F0aW9u&sig=f3f4a5945650c0f69d797c578e18dcb9e7a656f6&iid=e085d84ea111489681e2c751249abc07&uid=730348343369543682&nid=244+22
https://www.facebook.com/lensshift/
https://github.com/LensShift/LensShift
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJLqyuxm96k
https://www.lensshift.org/lensshift-manifesto

